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We propose generalized magnetic mirrors that can be achieved by excitations of sole electric reso-
nances. Conventional approaches to obtain magnetic mirrors rely heavily on exciting the fundamen-
tal magnetic dipoles, whereas here we reveal that besides magnetic resonances, electric resonances
of higher orders can be also employed to obtain highly efficient magnetic mirrors. Based on the
electromagnetic duality, it is also shown that electric mirrors can be achieved by exciting magnetic
resonances. We provide direct demonstrations of the generalized mirrors proposed in a simple sys-
tem of one-dimensional periodic array of all-dielectric wires, which may shed new light to many
advanced fields of photonics related to resonant multipolar excitations and interferences.

Displacement currents induced artificial magnetic re-
sponses, especially magnetic dipoles (MDs), serve as the
cornerstone of many branches of metamaterials [1–3], and
play a central role in lots of exotic optical and photonic
phenomena [3–5]. Besides the relatively complex meta-
atoms of designed shapes, it is recently discovered that
optically-induced magnetism exists within simple high-
index dielectric particles, which stems from magnetic
Mie resonances supported [6–8]. Consequently, a new
branch of all-dielectric meta-photonics emerges, which re-
lies on a full exploitation of excitations and interferences
of both electric and magnetic resonances [9–11], and en-
ables much more flexible control of both magnitudes and
phases of the fields [7–12]. Moreover, such a field rapidly
hybridizes with other branches of metasurfaces, optical
nanoantennas and topological photonics [13], which ren-
ders enormous extra freedom for manipulations of various
kinds of light-matter interactions and makes possible lots
of novel photonic functionalities and devices [14–16].

A recent rather remarkable achievement based on
optically-induced magnetism is magnetic mirrors (MMs)
obtained at various spectral regimes [17–26]. MMs can
effectively eliminate the half-wave loss of electric fields
that exists at the conventional medium interfaces, and
thus have the electric fields enhanced close to the bound-
aries. This is of great importance for various applications
including sensing, imaging, and many other applications
related to light-matter interaction enhancement [17–26].
Nevertheless, similar to many novel functionalities ob-
tained in metamaterials and metasurfaces [3–16], the ex-
isting approaches to obtain MMs heavily rely on the ex-
citations of the fundamental MDs [19, 20, 23–25]. Then
it is vital to ask: for the demonstration of both MMs
and many other exotic phenomena, are the magnetic re-
sponses (especially MDs) really essential? Can the mag-
netic resonances be replaced by sole electric ones (or vice
versa) to realize identical functionalities?

Here in this work, we propose generalized MMs, for
which MDs and more generally magnetic responses are
not essential. It is revealed that higher-order electric res-
onances can totally substitute for MDs to obtain highly
efficient MMs. Similarly according to the electromag-

netic duality, we also show that higher order magnetic
resonances can fully replace electric dipoles (EDs) to
achieve electric mirrors (EMs). We employ a simple
while fundamental configuration of one-dimensional (1D)
all-dielectric wire arrays to specifically demonstrate the
generalized mirrors proposed, and further show that the
electric resonance based MMs can outperform the con-
ventional MMs relying on magnetic resonances. Our
work can inspire more comprehensive investigations into
higher-order multipolar excitations and full-angular in-
terferences, and can spur lots of further investigations to
achieve many other advanced functionalities replying on
sole electric resonances, which were originally believed
exclusive to magnetic responses.

The 1D infinite periodic configuration we employ is
shown in Fig. 1(a): a plane wave is incident on the wires
(for each wire: radius is R, inter-wire distance is d, and
the refractive index is set to n = 3.5 throughout this
work) with wave-vector k on the x− y plane and its po-
lar angle is φ; it can be s-(E0||z) or p-polarized (H0||z).
We start with an individual wire, of which the normal-
ized (by the single channel scattering limit 2λ/π and λ
is the wavelength in free space) scattering cross section
is [27, 28]: Np,s

sca =
∑∞
m=−∞ |ap,sm |2. Here ap,sm are the

scattering coefficients for p- and s- polarizations respec-
tively, which can be calculated analytically [27]; and the
rotational symmetry of the wire leads to ap,sm = ap,s−m. We
emphasize that [28]: for p-polarization, ap0:2 corresponds
to the MD, ED, and electric quadrupole (EQ), respec-
tively; while for s-polarization, as0:2 corresponds to the
ED, MD, and magnetic quadrupole (MQ) respectively.
In Figs. 1(b) and (c) we show scattering spectra of a sin-
gle wire for both polarizations, where the contributions
from multipoles up to quadrupoles (m = 2) are shown.
Since as1 = ap0, it means that, despite the difference in
magnitudes, for both polarizations MD resonances coin-
cide spectrally as shown in Figs. 1(b) and (c) [28].

Now it is clear that a simple wire can provide full
sets of electromagnetic multipoles to play with. A de-
tailed study shows that [29], in the backward and for-
ward directions, multipoles of different natures (electric
or magnetic) and/or orders show distinct scattering par-
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a normally incident plane wave (with
wave-vector k on the x − y plane and the polar angle is φ)
shining on a 1D array of identical wires of refractive index
n, radius R and unit-cell size d. The wave can be p- or s-
polarized. (b) and (c) show the multipolar scattering spectra
for an individual wire of n = 3.5 with p- and s-polarized
waves respectively. The solid and dashed curves correspond
to electric and magnetic multipoles respectively. Points A-
G (related data specified in main text) at or very close to
the central resonant positions of different multipoles are in-
dicated. (d) Schematic illustrations of the scattering parities
for the first four multipoles. The exciting field is from the
left, and the black arrows (both in plane and perpendicular
to the plane ones) indicate the scattered electric fields are
in-phase (↑ and �) or out-of-phase (↓ and ⊗) with respect
to the incident electric field E0 at the forward or backward
directions.

ities: the backward and forward scattering (in terms of
electric field) is in-phase (even parity) for EDs and out-
of-phase (odd parity) for MDs; more generally, the scat-
tering parities are opposite: for multipoles of the same
order but different natures due to electromagnetic duality
(e.g., odd for EQ while even for MQ); and for multipoles
of the same nature but neighbouring orders (e.g., even
for ED while odd for EQ). The results are summarized
schematically in Fig. 1(d), where we assume the field is
incident from the left with the electric field E0 (upward
for ED and EQ, and out of the plane for MD and MQ).
For passive multipoles, the forward scattering should be
out of phase with respective to the incident field to gener-
ate destructive interference induced extinctions [27]. As
a result, in the backward direction: the even parity of
EDs leads to destructive interferences, which is the ori-
gin of EMs and also the half-wave loss; in contrast, the
odd parity of MDs results in constructive interferences,

based on which the MMs can be obtained. Naturally
from Fig. 1(d) we expect that MQ and EQ can be em-
ployed to obtain EMs and MMs respectively, as it is the
scattering parity (odd for MMs and even for EMs), rather
than resonance nature or order that can decide the types
of mirrors.

Then we turn to the 1D periodic structure shown in
Fig. 1(a) to demonstrate what we propose. The more
general problem of normal scattering of plane waves by an
arbitrary ensemble of parallel wires has been thoroughly
studied using the multiple scattering method [28, 30]. For
the jth wire (centred at rj on the x−y plane, and j = 1 :
N) within such a scattering ensemble consisting N wires,
the scattered fields can be expressed with a sum of se-
ries of cylindrical harmonics, and the expansion (scatter-
ing) coefficients for the jth wire (as,pjm) are related to the
single-wire scattering coefficients as,pm through [28, 30],

as,pjm + as,pjm
∑q=1:N
q 6=j

∑∞
l=−∞Ωjm,qla

s,p
m = e−imφ+k·rjas,pm ,

where Ωjm,ql = il−mH
(1)
l−m(k|rqj |)ei(m−l)φqj is the cou-

pling matrix between the mth cylindrical harmonic of
the jth wire and the lth cylindrical harmonic of the
qth wire; H(1) is the Hankel function of the first kind;
rqj = rj − rq; and φqj is the polar angle of rqj . For the
infinite 1D periodic configuration we employ, the above
equations can be further simplified by setting: rj = jd~y
(j = −N : N, N → ∞), φqj = sgn(j − q)π/2 and
according to the Floquet theory: ap,sjm=ap,s0me

ikyrj , where
ky = k sinφ. Then we obtain [31, 32]:

(Î − T̂ · Ĉ)A0 = T̂B, (1)

where Î is the identity matrix; T̂ml = −δmlap,sm
(δml is Kronecker delta function); A0 = {ap,s0m};
and B = {e−im(π/2−φ)}. The lattice sum

matrix Ĉ can be expressed as: Ĉml =∑∞
j=1H

(1)
m−l(jkd)[eikyjd + (−1)m−le−ikyjd], the cal-

culation of which is crucial and can be more efficiently
solved through its integral form [31, 33]. Through
solving Eq. (1), the scattering coefficients ap,s0m can be
obtained. In a similar way, through implementing the
boundary conditions, the field expansion coefficients
inside the wires can be also obtained [34] and then
all-space fields can be directly calculated.

With the scattering coefficients obtained, the reflection
coefficients in terms of electric fields (rp = Ey/E0 and
rs = Ez/E0) for the vth diffraction order are [31, 32]:

rp,sv (φ) = ± 2

d
√
kxkxv

∞∑
m=−∞

(− ikyv + kxv
k

)map,s0m, (2)

where v is the diffraction order; kyv = ky + 2vπ/d;
kxv = (k2 − k2yv)

1/2; and kx = kx0 = k cosφ. Here in
this work, we focus on the regime where there is only
zeroth-order diffraction: k2 − k2yv < 0 and rp,sv = 0 for
|v| ≥ 1. Then Eq. (2) can be simplified as: rp,s0 (φ) =
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FIG. 2. (a)-(d) Reflectiviy and phase spectra with respect to d
at the four points A-D indicated in Fig. 1(b) for p-polarized
incident waves. Four points with unit reflectivity and EM-
type [α ≈ π, (a)] or MM-type [α ≈ 0, (b)-(d)] phases are
indicated by black dots and the corresponding field distri-
butions by |Ey| are shown in (a′)-(d′), respectively. The red
star indicates the point where there is perfect MM-type phase
but relatively low reflectivity. White circles denote the wire
boundaries, as is the case in Fig. 3.

± 2
dkx

∑∞
m=−∞(− iky+kxk )map,s0m. For the simplest case of

perpendicular incidence φ = 0 and thus ky = 0, we have:

rp,s0 (φ = 0) = ± 2

dkx

∞∑
m=−∞

(−1)map,s0m. (3)

The implications of the ± sign in Eq. (2)-(3) are clear:
for the same m, the scattering coefficients for different
polarizations would correspond to multipoles of the same
order but of different natures and thus there is a π phase
difference between the electric fields reflected. Moreover,
the (−1)m term in Eq. (3) suggests that multipoles of the
same nature but neighbouring orders would result in the
same phase difference. This is consistent with the parity
analysis of various multipoles shown in Fig. 1(d).

We begin with p-polarized perpendicularly incident
plane waves (φ = 0) and select four frequency points
[as indicated in Fig. 1(b): λA = 6.16R, λB = 9.54R,
λC = 4.58R and λD = 3.54R], where there are efficient
ED, MD, EQ, and higher-radial number MD [35] res-
onance excitations within each wire, respectively. The
reflection properties (dependence on d) for the whole pe-
riodic structure at those four points are summarized in
Figs. 2(a)-(d), where both the reflectivity (< = |rp0(φ =
0)|2) and the reflection phase (α = Ang[rp0(φ = 0)] ∈
[−π, π]) are shown. We note that throughout this work,
we focus on the cases with near unit reflectivity (< ≈ 1).
Other cases of perfect EM-type phase (α = π) or MM-
type phase [α = 0, such as the point indicated by the red
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FIG. 3. (a)-(c) Reflectiviy and phase spectra with respect to
d at the three points E-G indicated in Fig. 1(c) for s-polarized
incident waves. Three points with unit reflectivity and MM-
type [(a) and (b)] or EM-type (c) phases are indicated by
black dots and the corresponding field distributions by |Ez|
are shown in (a′)-(c′), respectively.

star in Fig. 2(b)] while of low reflectivity are not what we
are interested in. Those types of reflection with low re-
flectivity are rather easy to obtain considering the normal
reflection between two dielectric media: reflection from
the denser (thinner) to the thinner (denser) side would
exactly produce perfect EM-type (MM-type) phases ac-
cording to the Fresnel equations.

The points of interest with unit reflectivity are indi-
cated by black dots in Figs. 2(a)-(d), which correspond
to unit cell sizes of d = 5.68R, 7.69R, 3.5R, 2.28R, re-
spectively. It is clear that with efficient ED excitation,
a near perfect EM is obtained [Fig. 2(a), α ≈ π]; while
when MD or EQ are efficiently excited, near perfect MMs
have been obtained [Fig. 2(b)-(d), α ≈ 0]. In consistence
with our former discussions with Fig. 1(d), MDs or more
generally magnetic multipoles are not indispensable for
MMs, which as we show can be obtained relying on res-
onant electric multipolar excitations [Fig. 2(c)]. More-
over, MMs can be obtained based on MDs of not only
zero radial number [35] (which is widely employed for
MMs [19, 20, 23–25]), as is shown in Fig. 2(a), but also
of higher radial numbers, as shown in Fig. 2(d). To fur-
ther demonstrate the different types of mirrors obtained
at different multipolar excitations, we show correspond-
ingly in Figs. 2(a′)-(d′) the field distributions in a unit
cell along y (in terms of |Ey|, as far from the wire for
p-polarization, other electric field components are negli-
gible; the axes are normalized by the wavelength). It is
clear that the nodes and anti-nodes positions of standing
waves for MMs [Figs. 2(b′)-(d′)] are shifted by 4x ≈ λ/4
compared to those for the EM [Fig. 2(a′)], indicating ex-
actly an 4α ≈ π reflection phase difference. The most
significant information is that, not as the name suggests,
MMs do not necessarily need magnetic responses and can
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Figs. 2(b)-(d) with p-polarized incident waves. For spectral
dependence, we fix d and φ = 0 and for angular dependence
we fix d and λ.

be realized based on sole electric ones [Figs. 2(c) and (c′)].
We further note that our approach to obtain MMs in a
thin layer of all-dielectric wires is fundamentally different
from that of Ref. [26]. Rather than phototonic bandgaps,
we rely on efficient multipolar excitations to produce
sufficiently large extinctions to eliminate the transmis-
sions [36, 37].

Then we switch to s-polarized perpendicularly inci-
dent plane waves (φ = 0) and select three points, which
are indicated in Fig. 1(c): λE = 9.54R, λF = 3.54R,
and λG = 6.07R, where there are efficient MD, MQ, and
similarly higher radial number MD [35] resonance exci-
tations, respectively. The reflectivity and phase spectra
are shown in Figs. 3(a)-(c), and the field distributions
(in terms of |Ez|, which is the only non-zero electric field
component for s-polarization) at the indicated points of
unit reflectivity (d = 9R, 2.47R, 5.3R) are shown corre-
spondingly in Figs. 3(a′)-(c′). Here is clear that we have
also obtained both MMs [Figs. 3(a)-(b) and Figs. 3(a′)-
(b′), α ≈ 0] and an EM [Figs. 3(c) and (c′), α ≈ π].
Compared to the MM shown in Figs. 2(d′)-(d′), the dif-
ference at λF = 3.54R [shown in Fig. 3(b)] is that, despite
the effective MD excitation, there are also significant
ED [Fig. 1(c)] and magnetic hexadecapolar excitations
[Fig. 3(b′)]. Nevertheless, the reflection properties of the
MM have been still preserved [Figs. 3 (b) and (b′)]. Sim-
ilarly, not as its name suggests, EMs do not necessarily

need electric responses, which can be also obtained by
resonantly exciting magnetic multipoles [Figs. 3(c) and
(c′)]. In a word, we cannot simply judge the types of
mirrors obtained solely through the nature of the modes
excited. But rather both the nature and the order of
excitations (which together decide the scattering parity)
should be considered.

Up to now, we have confined our investigations to
fixed frequencies (though for dielectric structures the
results obtained are fully scalable) and incident angle
(φ = 0). As a next step, we investigate the spectral
[Figs. 4(a)-(c)] and angular dependences [Figs. 4(d)-(f)]
of the MMs shown in Figs. 2(b)-(d). Basically the MMs
are based on resonant excitations [Figs. 1(b)-(c)] and thus
can function only in a relatively narrow spectral regimes
[Figs. 4(a)-(b)] for both effective MD (of zero radial num-
ber, Fig. 4(a)] and EQ [Fig. 4(b)] excitations. In contrast,
the MM obtained at MD of higher radial number is ef-
fectively broadband [almost an achromatic MM obtained,
Fig. 4(c)], since for a single wire there is correspondingly
a flat-banded dispersion curve for the MD [see the region
close to point D in Fig. 1(b)]. For angular dependence,
the MM obtained based on EQ [Fig. 4(e)] is superior
to those based on MDs [Fig. 4(d) and (f)]. This means
that the such a generalized MM based on an electric res-
onance can function over wider incident angle ranges or
for relatively narrower incident beams with higher spatial
harmonics.

In conclusion, we propose the concept of generalized
MMs, which we demonstrate can be realized through ex-
citing only electric resonances. Within a simple single-
layered all-dielectric wire arrays, we show that higher-
order electric resonances can fully replace magnetic ones
for MM generations, and similarly higher order magnetic
resonances can substitute electric ones for EM genera-
tions. Moreover, for angular performances we show that
generalized MMs based on electric resonances can be su-
perior to the conventional MMs based on magnetic res-
onances. Here we confine our discussions to multipoles
up to quadrupoles and generalized EMs and MMs can
of course be achieved replying on much higher-order res-
onances. The principles we reveal are quite universal
and can be applied within other configurations consist-
ing of spherical [38] or other irregularly shaped parti-
cles made of dielectric, plasmonic (including plasmonic
holes [18, 39, 40]), two-dimensional, topological mate-
rials or their combinations. We believe that our work
can stimulate lots of further studies aiming to obtain,
replying on sole electric responses, many other advanced
functionalities that were originally believed unobtainable
without magnetic responses. This can hopefully simply
a lot of structures and devices that are complex due to
the requirement of magnetic resonance excitations. At
the same time, the proposed concepts can probably trig-
ger more comprehensive investigations into higher-order
multipolar excitations (involving electric, magnetic and
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toroidal multipoles [11, 41]), full-angular interferences
and more flexible phase control with passive and/or ac-
tive materials [42, 43], which may provide new initiatives
for advanced fundamental studies and incubate lots of
novel applications based on manipulations of light-matter
interactions.
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